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Single top quark production as a window to physics beyond the standard model
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Production of single top quarks at a high energy hadron collider is studied as a means to identify physics
beyond the standard model related to the electroweak symmetry breaking. The sensitivity of thes-channelW*
mode, thet-channelW-gluon fusion mode, and thetW2mode to various possible forms of new physics is
assessed, and it is found that the three modes are sensitive to different forms of new physics, indicating that
they provide complimentary information about the properties of the top quark. Polarization observables are
also considered, and found to provide potentially useful information about the structure of the interactions of
top quarks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the discovery of the top quark at the Fermilab Tev
tron @1#, the third generation of fermions in the standa
model ~SM! is complete. However, the question remains,
the top quark ‘‘just another quark?’’ or ‘‘is it somethin
more?’’ The top quark is the only quark to have a mass
the same order as electroweak symmetry breaking~EWSB!
scale, v;246 GeV, whereas all other observed fermio
have masses that are a tiny fraction of this energy. This e
mous mass may be a clue that the top quark plays a sp
role in EWSB. Following that line of thinking, many of th
proposed extensions of the SM explain the large top qu
mass by allowing the top quark to participate in new dyna
ics @2–6#, which is connected to the physics providing t
mass of theW andZ bosons. Thus, one of the primary m
tivations for the Tevatron run II and CERN Large Hadr
Collider ~LHC!1 is to accurately determine the top quark
properties, to see if any hint of nonstandard physics may
visible, and thus provide information about the mechani
of mass generation@7,8#.

Top quarks may be produced in pairs at a hadron colli
via the strong interaction, through processes such asqq̄

→t t̄ andgg→t t̄ . Thus, the rate and kinematic distribution
of top quarks produced in this way are a measure of the
quarks interactions with the gluons. The top quark de
proceeds via the weak interaction, and as we shall see
provide interesting information about the chiral structure
theW-t-b interaction@7,9#. However, decays are experime
tally relatively insensitive to the magnitude of the interacti
by which they are mediated. For example, in the case of

*Email address: tait@anl.gov
†On leave from Department of Physics and Astronomy, Michig

State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48824. Email addre
yuan@pa.msu.edu

1The Tevatron Run II is a proton-antiproton collider withAS52
TeV, and the LHC is a proton-proton collider withAS514 TeV.
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top quark, there is one SM decay mode,t→b W1. If this
vertex were somehow modified by new physics to hav
different magnitude, it would affect the top quark’s intrins
width. However, at a hadron collider the width cannot
measured because the experimental resolutions are m
larger than the width itself@10#. Similarly, while observing
exotic top quark decays would certainly be interesting a
would suggest what type of new vertices describe the
served decays, it would not determine the magnitude of th
new interactions. Even a study of branching fractions co
pared to the SM decay mode may be misleading, beca
one must have already measured theW-t-b interaction
strength itself through some other means.

These drawbacks lead one to study weak produc
mechanisms of the top quark, which have cross sections
rectly proportional to the top quark’s weak couplings. T
Z-t-t coupling will presumably contribute tot t̄ production,
though distinguishing this from the much larger QCDt t̄ pro-
duction is most likely hopeless at hadron colliders.@Never-
theless, it can be precisely measured at an electron lin
collider ~LC! @11#.# A better process to measure this intera
tion is the production oft t̄ Z, where theZ can be observed
directly. The W-t-b interaction will allow one to produce
single top quarks at a hadron collider, and thus directly m
sure the properties of this interaction. A further considerat
is that new physics characterized by an energy scaleL may
be more apparent in higher energy processes, closer toL.

n
s:

FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams fort-channel production of a single
top quark in the SM.
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Thus, new physics contributions to single top quark prod
tion would scale as (As/L)n ~wheres is the average center o
mass energy of the reaction andn is a positive integer or
zero! whereas top quark decay processes scale as (mt /L)n.
At high energy colliders such as the Tevatron and LHC,As
can be considerably larger thanmt , thus enhancing the rela
tive importance of new physics in single top quark produ
tion.

Single top quark production proceeds through three
tinct subprocesses at a hadron collider. Thet-channel
W-gluon fusion mode@12–14# involves the exchange of
spacelikeW boson between a light quark and a bottom~b!
quark inside the incident hadrons, resulting in a jet an
single top quark~cf. Fig. 1!. Its rate2 is rather large at both
the Tevatron~2.4 pb! and the LHC~243 pb!. The s-channel
W* mode@16# involves production of an off-shell, time-like
W boson, which then decays into a top and a bottom qu
~cf. Fig. 2!. It has a relatively large rate at the Tevatron~0.86
pb!, but is comparatively small at the LHC~11 pb! because it
is driven by initial state antiquark parton densities. Fina
the tW2mode @18,19# of single top quark production in
volves an initial stateb quark emitting a~close to! on-shell
W2 boson, resulting in atW2final state~cf. Fig. 3!. Because
of the massive particles in the final state, this mode has
extremely small rate at the Tevatron~0.088 pb!, but is con-
siderable at the LHC~51 pb! where more partonic energy i
available. Each mode has rather distinct event kinema
and thus are potentially observable separately from e
other @13,14,19#.

As we consider various new physics effects in single
quark production below, it will be important to keep in min
how accurately these rates will be measured at the Teva
Run II and LHC. At the Tevatron, the combined statistic
and theoretical uncertainties for thes- and t-channel pro-
cesses will be on the order of 10220 % @17#, and the
tW2rate will most likely be too small to measure.3 At the
LHC, the statistical uncertainties will be close to zero, a
the theoretical uncertainties on the order of 5210 % for the

2In quoting cross sections, we use a top quark mass of 175 G
and CTEQ4M~for s- and t-channel processes! and CTEQ4L~for
the tW2mode! parton densities@15# with scales chosen as explaine
in @7#, where other choices of parton densities, scale, and top q

mass are also examined. The rates oft and t̄ are summed unles
otherwise noted.

3These estimates do not include systematic uncertainties, w
are beyond the scope of this work.

FIG. 2. Feynman diagram fors-channel production of a single
top quark in the SM.
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s- andt-channel processes@17#, and on the order of 20% fo
the tW2process@19#. However, systematic uncertainties~in-
cluding the efficiency for separating the signal from t
backgrounds! are likely to dominate these LHC estimates.

As we will see below, the three modes of single top qua
production are sensitive to quite different manifestations
physics beyond the standard model. Thus, taken toget
they are a comprehensive probe of the top quark’s inte
tions. In this article, we analyze several possible signals
new physics that could manifest themselves in single
quark production. These signals can be classified as
whether they involve the effects of a new particle~either
fundamental or composite! that couple to the top quark, o
the effect of a modification of the SM coupling between t
top and other known particles. These two classifications
be seen to overlap in the limit in which the additional pa
ticles are heavy and decouple from the low energy desc
tion. In this case the extra particles are best seen thro
their effects on the couplings of the known particles. O
particular aspect of both of these sets of new physics is
possibility of CP violation in top observables. We will no
address this issue in detail; the interested reader is referre
the recent review@20# on this subject.

This article is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we inve
tigate what sort of particles beyond those in the SM co
contribute to single top quark production at a hadron c
lider, and what effects could be seen. In Sec. III, we stu
the effects of nonstandard top quark interactions. In Sec.
we examine how one may use polarization observable
further learn about nonstandard physics in the top sector
Sec. V we summarize the picture which emerges as the
in which the properties of a top quark may be systematica
extracted from the available observables.

II. ADDITIONAL NONSTANDARD PARTICLES

Many theories of physics beyond the SM predict the e
istence of particles beyond those required by the SM its
Examples include both the fundamental superpartners
theory with supersymmetry~SUSY! @21#, and the composite
Higgs bosons found in top-condensation and top-color m
els @2–6#. In order for some kind of additional particle t
contribute to single top quark production at tree level4 at a
hadron collider, the new particle must somehow couple
top quark to one of the lighter SM particles. Thus, the n

V

rk

ch

4New particles may also contribute to single top quark product
through loops@22#, though the effects are generally small enou
that they are difficult to observe at a hadron collider.

FIG. 3. Feynman diagrams fortW2production in the SM.
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SINGLE TOP QUARK PRODUCTION AS A WINDOW TO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D63 014018
particle may be either a boson~such as aW8 vector boson
that couples to top and bottom! or a fermion~such as ab8
quark that couples to theW boson and top!.

Additional fermionic particles can couple the top and
ther one of the gauge bosons or the Higgs boson. In orde
respect the color symmetry, this requires that the extra
mion occurs in a color triplet, and thus it is sensible to thi
of it as some type of quark. In order to be invariant under
electromagnetic symmetry, this new ‘‘quark’’ should ha
either electric charge~Q! 12/3 or 21/3 so that one may
construct gauge invariant interactions between the e
quark, the top quark, and the known bosons. Generally,
can refer to aQ512/3 extra quark as at8 and aQ521/3
extra quark as ab8, though this does not necessarily imp
that the extra quarks are in the same representation u
SU(2)L3U(1)Y as the SM top and bottom. For example,
models where the top mass is generated by invoking a
saw mechanism, there are generally either SU~2! singlet @3#
or doublet@6# quarks present in the theory. Additional fe
mions are not generally expected to be a large source of
contributions to single top quark production, because
strong constraints from other low energy observables@23#.
On the other hand we will see that there are models w
additional fermions to which single top production is a se
sitive probe.

Extra bosons can contribute to single top quark prod
tion either by coupling top to the down-type quarks, in whi
case the boson must have electric chargeQ561 in order to
maintain the electromagnetic symmetry, or by coupling
to the charm or up quarks, in which case the boson shoul
electrically neutral. There is also the possibility of a bos
carrying a combination of color and electric charge that
lows it to couple the top quark to one of the lepton fiel
~this boson would then carry both lepton and baryon qu
tum numbers and thus may be labeled a ‘‘leptoquark!.
Theoretically well motivated examples of leptoquarks are
gauge bosons corresponding to the generators of a grand
fied theory~GUT! linking the SU~2! and SU~3! sectors of the
SM. This GUT picture has the leptoquark as part of t
gauge interactions, so the question as to whether or not
observables are an interesting means to study leptoqu
becomes a question as to whether or not the leptoquark
some reason to prefer to couple to the top quark. Th
bosons would be expected to have GUT scale masses w
in traditional GUT theories is far too large to be interesti
from the point of view of colliders envisioned in the ne
future.5

Another interesting picture of leptoquarks is one in whi
the SM quarks and leptons are bound states of some m
fundamental set of particles~preons!. In that case the ques
tion as to whether or not the top quark is a good place to l
for evidence of the preons depends on how the model
ranges the various types of preons to build quarks and

5However, a GUT theory in five space-time dimensions co
unify at the TeV scale@24# and would be accessible to the curre
generation of hadron colliders through a number of observable
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tons. However, at a hadron collider the possible light par
initial states available are not suitable for production o
single leptoquark, and thus are not particularly interesting
the context of single top quark production.6 For this reason,
we will not focus on leptoquarks in the discussion below

A. Extra quarks

A simple extension of the SM is to allow for an extra s
of quarks. Such objects exist in a wide variety of extensio
to the SM. Examples of such theories include the top see
versions of the top-color@3# and top-flavor @6# models,
which rely on additional fermions to participate in a sees
mechanism to generate the top quark mass; SUSY theo
with gauge mediated SUSY breaking@26# that must be com-
municated from a hidden sector in which SUSY is broken
the visible sector through the interactions of a set of fie
with SM gauge quantum numbers; and even models wit
fourth generation of fermions.

Direct search limits for QCD production of extra quar
~at the Tevatron, for example! require that they be quite mas
sive (mq8>462128 GeV at the 95% C.L., depending on th
decay mode@23#!, and thus they cannot significantly affe
the single top quark production rate. They are best obser
either through their mixings with the third family~and thus
their effect on the top quark couplings!, or through direct
production.

As a particular example, a fourth generation of qua
could mix with the third generation through a generaliz
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix, and this could
allow Vtb to deviate considerably from unity. In this case,
three modes of single top quark production would be
pected to have considerably lower cross sections than the
predicts. This already shows how the separate mode
single top quark production can be used to learn about ph
ics beyond the SM. Other types of new physics could sc
the three rates independently. Thus, if all three modes
measured to have cross sections that are the same fracti
the SM rates, it is an indication that the new physics modifi
the top quark’s coupling to the bottom quark andW ~and not
another pair of light particles!, and further that the modifica
tion is the same regardless of the momentum flowing thro

6It is interesting to note that a leptoquark~L! with Q512/3
could play an important role in top quark decays through a proc
such ast→n L→n b l1 @25#. This leads to a final state that i
identical to a SM top decay, but with a very distinct kinema
structure.

FIG. 4. Feynman diagram fors-channel production of a single

top quark and ab8: q q̄8→t b̄8.
8-3
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the vertex~as is the case with theW-t-b interaction in the SM!.
In fact, it is instructive to examine the experimental constraints on the CKM matrix when one does not impose three

unitarity. The 90% C.L. direct constraints become@23#

V5S 0.972220.9748 0.21620.223 0.00220.005 •••

0.19920.233 0.78420.976 0.03720.043 •••

020.09 0.020.55 0.0620.9993 •••

••• ••• ••• •••
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with two striking differences from the 3 generation matr
Vtb may be significantly smaller than unity~as mentioned
above! but also thatVts may be as large as 0.55.~For com-
parison, the corresponding limit onVts with 3 generations is
0.035<uVtsu<0.043 @23#!. uVtsu50.043 has a negligible ef
fect on the t-channel rate of single top quark productio
contributing much less than 1% of the total rate at eit
Tevatron or LHC. However, if uVtsu50.55 and uVtbu
50.835 ~which saturates the unitarity requirement for a
number of families7!, the NLO t-channel rate will rise to
about 4.07 pb at the Tevatron Run II and 334 pb at the LH
thanks to the much largers quark parton density compared
the b quark. These are huge deviations from the SM ra
and would be a clear indication of new physics. Under th
conditions, thes-channel rate, which would fall touVtbu2

;0.7 of its SM rate. Similarly to thet-channel mode, the
tW2rate will be enhanced to 0.19 pb at the Tevatron a
78.1 pb at the LHC under these conditions.

In addition to mixing effects, one could also hope to o
serve direct production of one of the fourth generat

quarks, through reactions such asq q̄8→t b̄8, shown in Fig.
4. This process would provide further information on t
family structure of the 4 generation model (Vtb8) not readily

available from the QCD production ofb8b̄8. The production
rates will depend on the magnitude of theW-t-b8 coupling
(uVtb8u

2 in the model with a fourth family! and the mass o
the b8. In Fig. 5 we present the next leading order~NLO!

rate for tb̄8 production~as well ast̄ b8 production! without
any decay BR’s. Since theuVtb8u

2 dependence may be fac
tored out, these rates assumeVtb851. The collider signatures
resulting from such a process depend on the decay m
available to theb8. If mb8.mt1mW , it is likely to decay

into a top quark and aW2, and the events will have at t̄ pair
with an additionalW6 boson. If this decay mode is not ope
loop induced decays such asb8→b g may become impor-

tant, resulting in a signaturet b̄ plus a hard photon whos
invariant mass with theb quark will reconstruct the mass o
the b8.

7This choice ofVtb andVts is consistent with the CDF measure
ment G(t→W1 b)/@G(t→W1 b)1G(t→W1 s)1G(t→W1 d)#
50.8720.3020.11

10.1310.13 @27#.
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B. Extra gauge bosons

Another simple extension of the SM is to postulate t
existence of a larger gauge group which somehow reduce
the SM gauge group at low energies. Such theories natur
have additional gauge bosons, some of which may prefe
couple to the top~or even the entire third family!. Examples
of such theories include the top-color@3# and top-flavor
@4–6# models, and gauged-flavor symmetry models@28#
which give special dynamics to the third family in order
explain the large top mass. As a specific example, we
consider the top-flavor model with an extra SU(2)h gauge
symmetry that generates a top quark mass through a se
effect @6#.

This model has an overall gauge symmetry of SU(3C
3SU(2)h3SU(2)l3U(1)Y , and thus there are three add
tional weak bosons (W86 andZ8). The first and second gen
eration fermions and third family leptons transform und
SU(2)l , while the third generation quarks transform und
SU(2)h . As was alluded to before, in order to cancel t
anomaly and provide a seesaw mechanism to generate

FIG. 5. The NLO rates~in pb! for the processq q̄8→W*
→t b̄8 for various b8 masses at the Tevatron~solid curve! and
CERN LHC ~dashed curve!, assumingVtb851. At the Tevatron,

the rates ofq q̄8→W* → t̄ b8 is equal to thet b̄8 rate. Thet̄ b8 rate
at the CERN LHC is shown as the dotted curve.
8-4
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SINGLE TOP QUARK PRODUCTION AS A WINDOW TO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D63 014018
top quark mass, an additional doublet of heavy quarks wh
left-handed components transform under SU(2)l and right-
handed components transform under SU(2)h is also present.

A set of scalar fields transforming under both SU(2)l and
SU(2)h acquire a vacuum expectation valve~VEV!, u, and
break the symmetry to SU(2)l 1h3U(1)Y . From here the
usual electroweak symmetry breaking can be accomplis
by introducing a scalar doublet which acquires a VEVv,
further breaking the gauge symmetry to U(1)EM . We write
the covariant derivatives for the fermions as

Dm5]m1 iglTl
aWa

l
m1 ighTh

aWa
h
m1 ig1

Y

2
Bm, ~2!

whereTl (h)
a are the generators for SU(2)l (h) , Y is the hyper-

charge generator, andWa
l (h)
m and Bm are the gauge boson

for the SU(2)l (h) and U(1)Y symmetries. The gauge cou
plings may be written

gl5
e

sinuWcosf
, gh5

e

sinuWsinf
, g15

e

cosuW
,

~3!

wheref is a new parameter in the theory. Thus this theory
determined by two additional quantitiesx5u/v, the ratio of
the two VEV’s, and sin2f, which characterizes the mixin
between the heavy and light SU~2! gauge couplings.

At leading order, the heavy bosons are degenerate
mass:

M2
Z8 ,W85M0

2S x

sin2f cos2f
1

sin2f

cos2f
D , ~4!

where M0
25e2v2/4 sin2uWcos2uW. We can thus parametriz

the model by the heavy boson mass,MZ8 , and the mixing
parameter,8 sin2f. Low energy data requires that the mass
these heavy bosons,MZ8 , be greater than about 900 Ge
@5#.

The additionalW8 boson can contribute to thes-channel
mode of single top quark production through virtual e
change of aW8 as shown in Fig. 6@29#. In particular, if
enough energy is available, theW8 may be produced close t
on-shell, and a resonant enhancement of the signal ma

8As shown in@4#, for sin2f<0.04, the third family fermion cou-
pling to the heavy gauge bosons can become nonperturbative.
we restrict ourselves to considering 0.95>sin2f>0.05.

FIG. 6. Feynman diagrams illustrating how aW8 boson can

contribute to single top quark production throughq q̄8→W8→t b̄.
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sult. Since the additional diagrams involve a virtualW8, they
will interfere with the SMW-exchange diagrams, and thu
the net rate of single top quark production can be increa
or decreased as a result, though the particular model u
study always results in an increaseds-channel single top
quark rate.9 In Fig. 7 the resulting NLOs-channel rate for
q q̄8→W,W8→t b̄ at Tevatron and LHC is shown, as a fun
tion of theW8 mass, for a few values of sin2f. The rate for
t̄ production through the same process is shown as w
While the final state particles for this case are the same as
SM s-channel mode, the distribution of the invariant mass
the t b̄ system could show a Breit-Wigner resonance eff
aroundMW8 , which serves to identify this type of new phys
ics. However, if the mass of theW8 is large compared to the
collider energy, and its width broad, the resonance shape
be washed out even at the parton level. Jet energy smea
from detector resolution effects will further degrade the re
nance and could make it difficult to identify.

A t-channel exchange of theW8 is also possible, but in
that case a negligible effect is expected because the b
must have a spacelike momentum, and thus the additio
contributions are suppressed by 1/MW8

2 , and are not likely to
be visible. This argument applies quite generally to a

us

9One interesting example of a model with aW8 that interferes
nontrivially with the SMW exchange in single top quark productio
is provided by embedding the gauge fields in extra dimensi
@24,30#.

FIG. 7. The NLO rate ofq q̄8→W,W8→t b̄ (sS) in pb at the
Tevatron~lower curves! and CERN LHC~upper curves!, for the
top-quark-flavor model with sin2f50.05 ~solid curves! and sin2f
50.25 ~dashed curves!, as a function ofMZ85MW8 . The Tevatron
cross sections are multiplied by a factor of 10. At the Tevatron,

t̄ production rate is equal to thet rate. At the CERN LHC thet̄
rates are shown for sin2f50.05 ~dotted curve! and sin2f50.25
~dot-dashed curve!.
8-5
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TIM M. P. TAIT AND C.-P. YUAN PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 014018
heavy particle’s effect on single top quark production. T
s-channel rate is quite sensitive to a heavy particle becaus
the possibility of resonant production, whereas thet-channel
rate is insensitive because the spacelike exchange is
pressed by the heavy particle mass.

Clearly, the existence of aW8 will not influence the rate
of t W2 production, but it could allow for exotic productio
modes such asb g→t W8. If the W8 has a strong coupling
with the third family, then one would expect that its dom
nant decay should be intob t̄, and thus a final state oft t̄ b

would result with thet b̄ invariant mass reconstructing th
W8 mass. Current limits on theW8 mass in the top-flavor
model make this mode nonviable at the Tevatron and
promising at the LHC, with a cross section of 1.14 pb
MW85900 GeV and sin2f50.05 including the large QCD
logarithmic corrections described in@19#. However, an ob-
servation of this signal would be a clear indication of t
nature of the new physics.

C. Extra scalar bosons

Scalar particles appear in many theories, usually ass
ated with the spontaneous breaking of a symmetry in a L
entz invariant fashion. In the SM and the minimal supersy
metric extension, fundamental scalar fields of both neu
and charged character are present in the theory, and som
expected to have a strong coupling with the top quark
cause of the role they play in generating fermion masses
dynamical models such as the top-condensate and top-c
assisted technicolor models, scalar particles exist as bo
states of top and bottom quarks@2–6#. These composite sca
lars also have a strong coupling to the top quark becaus
their role in the generation of the top quark mass. Anot
way to look at this is that the top quark mass is large beca
the strong forces needed to bind top quarks into Higg bos
result in a strong Higgs coupling to the top quark. This illu
trates the fact that the large top mass naturally makes
likely place to look for physics associated with the EWSB

An example is provided by the charged composite t
pions (p6) of the top-color model, which can be produce
in thes-channel throughc b̄ fusion @31#, c b̄→p1→t b̄. The
leading order Feynman diagram is shown in Fig. 8. In t
case the strongp1-c-b̄ coupling comes from mixing be
tween the right-handedt and c quarks. The CKM matrix is
the product of the left-handed rotation matrices for the
and down-type quarks, so it does not constrain a poss
large right-handedt andc mixing. The fact that this interac

FIG. 8. Feynman diagram illustrating how a charged top-qu

pion can contribute to single top quark production throughc b̄

→p1→t b̄.
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tion has a right-handed nature will prove interesting when
study top quark polarization below.

Like theW8, thep6 contributes to thes-channel topology
of single top quark production and can allow large reson
contributions. However, unlike theW8, the p1 does not in-
terfere with the SM amplitudes (q8q̄→tb̄), because the SM
contribution arises dominantly from~left-handed! light
quarks. In Fig. 9, we present the NLO single top quark r
from the top-pion process@32#, for a variety ofp6 masses
with the tR-cR mixing set equal to 20%. The two othe
modes of single top quark production are once again r
tively insensitive to thep6. The t-channel process is insen
sitive because its contribution is suppressed by 1/Mp6

2 and
the fact that thep6 does not couple to light quarks. Th
t W2 mode is insensitive because presumably thep6 is gen-
erally distinguishable from aW6 boson. For example,g b

→p2 t→ t̄ b t will not be mistaken fort W2 production

k

FIG. 9. The NLO rate of single top quark production throu

the reactionc b̄→p1→t b̄ as a function ofMp6, assuming atR-cR

mixing of 20%. These rates includet and t̄ production, which are
equal for both Tevatron and CERN LHC.

FIG. 10. Illustrative Feynman diagram for theR-parity violating
production of a single top quark through the reactionui dj→t dk.
8-6
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SINGLE TOP QUARK PRODUCTION AS A WINDOW TO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D63 014018
whenp2 predominantly decays intot̄ andb, as in the top-
color model.

Single top quarks can also be produced by neutral t
pions ~produced for example fromgg→p0 decaying into
t c̄). Again, one expects to see a large effect in thes-channel
single top quark mode, and no effect in thet-channel and
tW2 modes, because of the largep0 mass and small cou
pling to light quarks@33#.

Different types of scalar particles that couple the top a
bottom quarks can be analyzed in a similar fashion. T
s-channel mode allows for resonant production, which c
show a large effect, whereas thet-channel mode is sup
pressed by the spacelike momentum~and large mass! of the
exchanged massive particle. Thet W2 mode is insensitive
because in that case theW is actually observed in the fina
state. One example of this kind is the technipions in a te
nicolor model which can contribute to single top quark p
duction in this way@34#. Another example is provided b
SUSY models with brokenR-parity, in which the scalar part
ners of the leptons~sleptons! can couple with the top and
bottom quarks, and will contribute to single top quark pr
duction@35#, or through reactions such asd̄ s̄→ t̃→t x̃ i

0 @36#.
~See Figs. 10 and 11 for their representative Feynman
grams.!

As a final note, there is the interesting process in whic
neutral scalar~like the Higgs boson of the SM! is produced
in association with a single top quark@37#. Feynman dia-
grams are shown in Fig. 12. This process is of interest
cause while the magnitude of theh-W-W andh-t-t couplings
can be measured independently by studyingq q̄8→W*
→W h andq q̄(g g)→h t t̄ ~or the equivalent processes at
high energy lepton collider!, the relative phase between th

FIG. 11. Illustrative Feynman diagram for theR-parity violating

production of a single top quark through the reactiond̄i d̄ j→ t̃

→t x̃k
0 .

FIG. 12. Feynman diagrams for associated production of a n
tral scalar and single top quark:qb→q8th.
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couplings can be found from the processq b→q8 t h, as that
phase information is contained in the interference betw
the two diagrams shown in Fig. 12. This process is extrem
small compared to the other two mentioned@with a SM cross
section of 4.431022 fb at the Tevatron and 0.06 pb at th
LHC for a Higgs boson of mass (mh) 110 GeV, and includ-
ing both t and t̄ production#, and thus it is not promising a
discovery mode. The small SM rate results from the la
destructive interference between the two diagrams. Ty
cally, it yields a reduction in the rate as compared to
contribution from each individual diagram by about an ord
of magnitude. In Fig. 13 we show the contributions fro
each Feynman diagram containing eitherh-t-t or h-W-W
vertex to the total production rate ofq8ht as a function ofmh
at Run II of the Tevatron and the LHC. Though the rates
the Tevatron are very small in the SM, with the enhanc
coupling ofh-t- t̄ predicted by some models of new physic
this process could conceivably be observed there. The st
cancellation predicted by the SM indicates that this proc
is very sensitive to any physics that modifies the relat
phase~and size! between theh-t-t and h-W-W couplings
from the SM relation. Thus, it contains important inform
tion not available in theWh andht t̄ processes, and shoul
be carefully tested experimentally.

III. MODIFIED TOP QUARK INTERACTIONS

Another interesting set of properties of the top that can
studied in single top quark production are the top quark c

u-

FIG. 13. The cross section for production of a Higgs boson
association with a single top quark, as a function of the Higgs bo
mass at the Tevatron Run II~lower family of curves! and the CERN
LHC ~upper family of curves!. The cross sections are shown fo
models in which the Higgs couplings are completely SM-like~solid
curves!, the coupling to theW6 boson is zero and the coupling to
top quark is SM-like~dotted curves!, the coupling to a top quark is
zero and the coupling toW6 is SM-like ~dashed curves!, and the
coupling toW6 is SM-like and the coupling to a top quark is21
times the SM coupling~dash-dotted curves!.
8-7
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TIM M. P. TAIT AND C.-P. YUAN PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 014018
plings to light particles. The electroweak chiral Lagrangi
@38# ~EWCL! provides a powerful way to study such effec
model independently. Following the EWCL approach,
write an effective Lagrangian to describe low energy phys
as

Le f f5LSM1L41L51•••, ~5!

whereLSM refers to the usual SM Lagrangian, andL4 and
L5 are the Lagrangians containing deviations from the SM
terms of operators of mass dimension 4 and 5, respectiv
The spirit of the EWCL approach is that higher order ope
tors will generally be suppressed by higher powers ofL, the
scale at which the effective theory breaks down. Thus,
low energy processes occurring at energies belowL the low-
est dimension anomalous operator is expected to provide
largest effect@39#. We choose the effective Lagrangian
realize the weak symmetry nonlinearly, as this is the m
general possibility@40#. This is most appropriate for a
strongly interacting underlying theory, which may not co
tain a Higgs doublet in any real sense. If the underly
theory is weakly coupled, it is most likely more appropria
to describe the new physics effects in terms of a theory w
the weak symmetry realized linearly, in which case all no
standard effects will be suppressed by at least one powe
L.

Terms which have the potential to modify single to
quark production include mass dimension 4 operators@41#,

L45
e

A2 sinuW

W1
m~kWtb

L ei fWtb
L

b̄ gm PL t

1kWtb
R ei fWtb

R
b̄ gm PR t !

1
e

2 sinuW cosuW
Zm~ei fZtc

L
kZtc

L c̄ gm PL t

1ei fZtc
R

kZtc
R c̄ gm PR t !1H.c., ~6!

which can be classified as two charged current opera
which modify the SM top quark weak interactions with th
W boson andb quark, as well as two flavor-changing neutr
current ~FCNC! operators involving theZ boson, t, and c
quarks. Additional dimension 4 FCNC operators with thec
quark replaced by theu quark are also possible. We hav
included theCP violating phasesfWtb(Ztc)

L(R) in the interac-
tions for generality, though they are not always considere
the literature.

We note that the anomalousZ-t-c andW-t-b interactions
would have first appeared at dimension 6 if the electrow
symmetry were realized linearly. This would lead to the
timateskWtb ,kZtc;O(v2/L2) where v is the electroweak
symmetry breaking VEV. There are also operators such
( t̄ c) ( c̄u), a four fermion contact interaction, which first a
pear at dimension 6, the linearly realized situation sho
also include these possibilities in the analysis. These gen
dimension 6 operators have very different energy dep
dence than the dimension 4 operators we have conside
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which might allow one to disentangle their contributions
careful study of the kinematics of the single top qua
events.

In addition there are dimension 5 operators that invo
interactions between new sets of particles and the top qua10

and can contribute to single top quark production. These
clude the FCNC operators

L55
gS Gmn

a

Lgtc
~ei fgtc

L
kgtc

L c̄Tasmn PL t

1ei fgtc
R

kgtc
R c̄Tasmn PR t !

1
2 e Fmn

3 Lgtc
~ei fgtc

L
kgtc

L c̄smn PL t

1ei fgtc
R

kgtc
R c̄smn PR t !1H.c., ~7!

which couple the charm quark to the top and gluon or pho
fields. Once again, we have includedCP violating phases
fgtc(gtc)

L(R) which are not generally considered in the literatu
Additional operators with the charm replaced by the
quark are also possible. As dimension 5 operators, th
terms have couplings with dimension of inverse mass t
have been written in the form ofkgtc

A /Lgtc and kgtc
A /Lgtc ,

where A5L,R. In the discussion below, we will conside
only the cases where all of thesek couplings are 1, and
consider the magnitude allowed for the scalesLgtc and
Lgtc . If the underlying theory is strongly coupled, the
mass scales may be thought of as the energy scale in w
the SM breaks down and must be replaced with the unde
ing theory. However, it should be kept in mind that if th
underlying theory is weakly coupled, this interpretation
somewhat obscured by the fact that the energy scalesL will
also include small factors of the fundamental~weak! interac-
tion strength and loop suppression factors. Even in this c
an experimental constraint onL is very useful because it wil
provide constraints on the parameters of an underly
model of new physics.

The dimension 4 terms which modify theW-t-b vertex
will clearly have a large impact on single top quark produ
tion @13#. However,kWtb

R is already very strongly constraine
by low energyb→s g data@44#, which requires@45#

20.0035>~kWtb
R cosfWtb

R 120kWtb
R 2!<0.0039, ~8!

provided that kWtb
L is smaller than 0.2. Further, th

CP-violating observable that measures the asymmetry in
decay rates ofb→sX andb̄→ s̄X can test the imaginary par
of the right-handed charged current coupling, i
kWtb

R sinfWtb
R @45#. Given this strong constraint, it is unlikel

10There are also dimension five operators involving the sets
particles that already appear in Eq.~6! @42#. As discussed above
naive dimensional analysis suggests that these operators are
significant than their dimension four counterparts, so we limitL5 to
the dimension 5 operators which involve only new sets of fields
8-8
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SINGLE TOP QUARK PRODUCTION AS A WINDOW TO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D63 014018
that further information aboutkWtb
R can be gleaned from

single top quark production, so we will assumekWtb
R 50 in

the discussion below. Although theb→sg process does no
provide a good test of the left handed,CP-odd,W-t-b cou-
pling, i.e., kWtb

L sinfWtb
L , there are otherB-decay processe

with a good potential to measure it at futureB factories. In
particular, the hadronic channelsBd→fKs and Bd→CKs

have been considered in Ref.@46#. AssumingkWtb
R 50, all

three single-top production modes are sensitive tokWtb
L , and

will be proportional to (11kWtb
L 2cos2fWtb

L 12kWtb
L cosfWtb

L )
much the same way that they will all be sensitive toVtb in
the SM.11

The flavor-changing neutral current terms inL4 and L5
will also contribute to single top quark production, and sin
they involve particles lighter than the top quark mass, w
also contribute to top quark decays through Feynman
grams such as those shown in Fig. 14, which illustrate FC
t decays toc. The FCNC interactions betweent and u will
allow for exotic decays of the same type, but with thec
quark exchanged with au quark. One could hope to lear
about these anomalous FCNC couplings both by study
single top quark production and top decays. However,
brings us back to the problem with using top quark decay
determine the magnitude of a coupling—the decay can p
vide information about the relative branching fraction of t
exotic decay compared to the SM top quark decayt
→W1 b, but since it does not allow one to measure the
quark decay width, it cannot provide a limit on the size of t
exotic operator without first making an assumption conce
ing the nature of theW-t-b interaction. In fact, one migh
think that the single top quark would suffer from the sam
difficulty in distinguishing the magnitude of new physics
the W-t-b interaction from new physics in a FCNC intera
tion. However, as we shall see, one can use the three m
of single top quark production separately to disentangle
FCNC new physics from the possibility ofW-t-b new phys-
ics.

The three FCNC operators have a similar structure o
light c ~or u) quark interacting with a top quark and a neut
vector boson. Thus, we can discuss their impact on the t

11This is because the dimension 4 term that is proportional tokWtb
L

in L4 does not depend on the momenta of the interacting partic
as is the case for the SMW-t-b interaction. For higher dimension
W-t-b operators, which may depend on the momenta, each si
top quark mode will respond differently to the new interaction, a
thus could be used to distinguish one operator from another.

FIG. 14. Feynman diagrams showing FCNC top quark dec
through~a! t→Z c, ~b! t→g c, and~c! t→g c.
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single top quark processes rather generally by conside
the specific example of theZ-t-c operator. In examining the
FCNC operators in Eqs.~6! and ~7!, we note that they can
have left-handed and right-handed interactions with differ
interaction coefficients~and even different phases!. For now
we will restrict our discussion to the case where all of t
phases are zero, and discuss only the magnitude of the i
actions, set byLgtc , Lgtc , andkZtc . We will return to the
subject of exploring their chiral structure when we consid
top quark polarization in Sec. IV.

TheZ-t-c operator will allow for additional contributions
to thes-channel mode of single top quark production throu

reactions such asq q̄→Z* →t c̄, shown in Fig. 15. This re-
action has different initial and final state from the S
s-channel mode, and thus this new physics contribution d
not interfere with the SM contribution to single top qua
production.~The FCNCZ-t-c coupling can be induced at th
loop level in the SM via the CKM mechanism, but its ma
nitude is small and can be neglected in our analysis.! The
fact that the new physics process has ac̄ instead of ab̄ in the
final state has a drastic practical consequence that the
physics production mechanism probably cannot be exp
mentally extracted at all, because in order to separate
s-channel mode from the larget t̄ andW-gluon fusion back-
grounds, it is necessary to tag theb̄ produced in association
with the top quark in thes-channel mode, in addition to theb
from the top quark decay. Thus, while a FCNC opera
could contribute tos-channel production of a single to
quark, it will not be counted as such.12

The t W2 mode cannot receive a contribution from
FCNC, though a FCNC will generally allow for new exot
production mechanisms such asg c→t Z shown in Fig. 16
@47#. From this consideration, along with the analysis of t
t W2 mode in Sec. II, we see that thet W2 mode has a
special quality because both the top and theW are in the final
state~and thus identifiable!. Thus, it is sensitive to new phys

s,

le

12It could be possible to search fors-channel production via a
FCNC with a specialized strategy differing from the usual one e
ployed to extract theW* process, but such a search will requi

identifying the c̄ produced in association with the top quark, a

will suffer from large backgrounds fromt t̄ and W-gluon fusion
single top quark processes.

s

FIG. 15. Feynman diagram showing how a FCNCZ-t-c inter-
action contributes to thes-channel mode of single top quark pro

duction throughq q̄→Z* →t c̄.
8-9
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TIM M. P. TAIT AND C.-P. YUAN PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 014018
ics which modifies theW-t-b interaction,13 but it is not sen-
sitive to nonstandard physics involving new particles
FCNC’s. Thus, thet W2 mode represents a chance to stu
the W-t-b vertex without contamination from FCNC ne
physics.

The W-gluon fusion mode of single top quark productio
is quite sensitive to a FCNC involving the top quark and o
of the light partons, through processes such asc q→t q,
from Feynman diagrams such as those shown in Fig. 17.
FCNC operators involve a different set of spectator quark
the reaction, and thus they do not interfere with the S
t-channel process. In fact, because theW-gluon fusion mode
requires finding ab inside a hadron, which has less probab
ity than finding a lighter parton, the FCNC’s involvingu or c
quarks already receive an enhancement relative to the
t-channel rate purely from the larger parton densities for
lighter flavors. This can somewhat compensate for a~pre-
sumably! smaller FCNC coupling. This shows the sense
which thet-channel single top quark mode is sensitive to
top quark’s decay properties. The same type of new phy
which opens up new top quark decay modes~and thus modi-
fies the top quarks total width! will also modify thet-channel
rate of single top quark production, because the same l
partons into which the top quark may decay are also resp
sible for producing single top quarks in thet-channel pro-
cess. Thus, one can think of thet-channel process as a kin
of measure of the inclusive top quark width.

Because of the strong motivation to use single top qu
production to study FCNC operators involving the top qua
detailed simulations of the effect of theg-t-c operator on
single top quark production were performed@48#, and found
that this operator could be constrained by the processq q̄

→t c̄ to Lgtc>4.5 TeV at Run II of the Tevatron if no new
physics signal were to be found. Further refinements on
idea @49# showed that it could be improved by includin
other reactions such asg c→t, g c→g t, q c→t q, andg g

→t c̄ to Lgtc>10.9 TeV at the Tevatron Run II and t
Lgtc>164 TeV at the LHC.

Detailed simulations of theZ-t-c and g-t-c operators
have so far been confined to studies of top quark dec
@50,52,51#. The left-handedZ-t-c FCNC operator, whose
strength is parametrized in Eq.~6! by the quantityukZtc

L u is
constrained by low energy data on flavor-mixing proces

13Of course it is also sensitive to theW-t-s and W-t-d interac-
tions.

FIG. 16. Feynman diagrams showing how a FCNCZ-t-c inter-
action contributes to the exotic mode of single top quark produc
g c→t Z.
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to be less than the order of magnitude of 0.05@52#. The
right-handed operator is more loosely constrained from l
energy data byukZtc

R u<0.29@52#. While these limits are very
interesting, they are indirect limits because all of the fields
the anomalous operators are virtual, and thus there coul
cancellations between theZ-t-c ~or g-t-c) operators and
other nonstandard physics, and thus the single top quark
duction processes, as direct constraints, are independ
valuable. Studies indicate that from Run II of the Tevatro
top quark decays should provide constraints ofLgtc>7.9
TeV @50#, kZtc

R <0.3 @52#, and will not improve the bounds
on Lgtc from the currentb→s g limit of about 5 TeV@51#,
unless a new physics signal is found. Of course, as we h
argued before, it was necessary to assume a SMW-t-b in-
teraction in order to use decays to say anything at all ab
these operators. The effect of theZ-t-c operator to the inclu-
sive t-channel production rate is approximately independ
of whether or not the operator is left-handed or right-hand
and thus in the discussion below we considerkZtc , which
can be taken either askZtc

L or kZtc
R . The effect of these op-

erators on thet-channel cross section is to contribute an a
ditional 0.13 pb at the Tevatron Run II and 12.6 pb at t
LHC, assumingkZtc50.29, and including the NLO QCD
corrections for botht and t̄ production.~These should be
compared with the SM rates of 2.4 pb and 243 pb, at Te
tron and LHC, respectively.!

As pointed out above, the constraintskZtc
L ,kZtc

R

,0.05,0.29 were obtained by analyzing the low energy d
with certain assumptions made for the underlying the
@52#. When additional new physics effect is added to t
effect of thekZtc coupling to the low energy data, it may tur
out that a large cancellation among various sources allow
size of kZtc to be at the order of 1. Hence, a direct test
high energy colliders by studying the single top production
necessary to conclusively determine the couplingkZtc . For
kZtc51, the expected additional single top quark product
rate for theW-gluon mode is 1.56 pb at Run II of the Teva
tron, and 146 pb at the LHC, which in both cases wou
clearly be observable as deviations from the SM rates@17#.
The g-t-c operator can be studied at a hadron collid
through the reactiong c→t ~where the photon is treated as
parton inside the proton!, though this exotic production
mechanism suffers from potentially large SM backgroun
In contrast, an electron Linear Collider will be better suit
for this task.

n
FIG. 17. Feynman diagram showing how a FCNCZ-t-c inter-

action contributes to thet-channel mode of single top quark produ
tion throughc q→t q.
8-10
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SINGLE TOP QUARK PRODUCTION AS A WINDOW TO . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D63 014018
IV. POLARIZATION

The polarization of top quarks represents another wa
probe the properties of top quark interactions. In the SM,
W-t-b vertex is entirely left-handed, which means that t
top quark polarization information is passed on to theW
boson andb quark into which the top quark decays. Since t
W interaction with the light fermions into which it decays
also left-handed, theW polarization information is thus als
reflected in the kinematics of its decay products. The sa
weak interaction is also responsible for single top quark p
duction, which has the consequence that single top qu
also show a large degree of polarization. The discussion
low is based on the SM amplitudes for top quark product
and decay presented in@13#.

A. The W¿ polarization: The W-t-b interaction

In order to probe the chiral structure of theW-t-b inter-
action, it is enough to consider theW polarization of top
quark decays. As was shown in@13#, the left-handed nature
of the SM interaction demands that the producedW bosons
be either left-handed or longitudinally polarized,14 and pre-
dicts the fraction of the longitudinally polarizedW bosons
from top quark decays to be

f 05
mt

2

2 MW
2 1mt

2
.70%. ~9!

The degree ofW polarization from top quark decays can b
reconstructed by studying the angle between the charged
ton momentum~defined in theW rest frame! and theW mo-
mentum defined in the top rest frame@13#. Sincet t̄ pairs are
predominantly produced by QCD interactions (qq̄,gg→t t̄ ),
which conserve parity, the top quark is not polarized in
inclusive production, though there are correlations betw
the t and t̄ spin at the Tevatron because the dominant p
duction is through a spin 1 gluon@43#. Hence, it is best to
study top quark decays int t̄ events to test the SM left
handed nature of theW-t-b coupling by verifying the frac-
tion of left-handedW bosons from top quark decays to b
(12 f 0).

When probing theW-t-b interaction from top quark de
cays, theW andb are observed, thus one can be sure that
this interaction that is responsible for the effect one is see
which may not be the case if there is new physics in sin
top quark production. Once the chiral structure of theW-t-b
interaction is determined, one can then employ this inform
tion to unfold the top quark decay and reconstruct the po
ization of the top quark itself, as will be explained below

B. The top quark polarization

Once the chiral structure of theW-t-b interaction has
been probed through top quark decays, and the SM

14We neglect the tiny mass of the bottom quark, as is justifi
given (mb /MW)2;3.631024.
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handed structure verified, the top quark decay products
be used in order to study the polarization of the produced
quarks themselves. As we will see, this can be very usefu
determining what sort of new physics is responsible for
observed deviation in single top quark production. Curren
there are two important bases for describing the top qu
polarization. The usual helicity basis measures the com
nent of top quark spin along its axis of motion~in the center
of mass frame—because the top quark mass is large, its
licity is not a Lorentz invariant quantity!. The so-called ‘‘op-
timized basis’’ @54# relies on the SM dynamics responsib
for single top quark production in order to find a directio
~either along the direction of one of the incoming hadrons
produced jets! which results in a larger degree of polarizatio
for the top quark. In the discussion below, we will descri
the modes of single top quark production in both bases,
analyze the particular strengths and weaknesses of each

Before looking at a particular process or basis, it is wo
describing how one can determine the top quark polariza
from its decay products in the decay mode oft→W1 b
→ l 1n l b @13#. A simple heuristic argument based on th
left-handed nature of theW interactions and the conservatio
of angular momentum can be made, and is displayed
grammatically in Fig. 18. The analysis is carried out in t
rest frame of the top quark. When theW boson is longitudi-
nally polarized, it prefers to move in the same direction
the top spin, cf. Fig. 18~a!. Its decay products prefer to alig
along theW polarization, and since theW is boosted in the
direction of the top quark polarization, the charged lept
again prefers to move along the top quark spin axis. In
left-handedW case, the fact that theb quark must be left-
handed forces it to move along the direction of the top qu
polarization, cf. Fig. 18~b!. The W thus moves against thi
direction. When theW decays, the charged lepton (l 1) must
be right-handed, so it prefers to move against theW direc-
tion, in the same direction as the top quark polarization. A
shown in Figs. 18~c! and 18~d!, a similar argument can be

d

FIG. 18. A diagram indicating schematically the correlation b
tween the charged lepton (e6) from a top quark decay, and the to
quark spin, in the top quark rest frame. The arrows on the li
indicate the preferred direction of the momentum in the top qu
rest frame, while the large arrows alongside the lines indicate
preferred direction of polarization. The figures correspond to

quark decay@~a! and ~b!# and t̄ decay@~c! and ~d!# for the cases
when the intermediateW6 boson is longitudinally polarized@~a!
and~c!# or left-handed@~b! and~d!#. In all cases, thee1 (e2) from

a t ( t̄ ) decay prefers to travel along~against! the direction of thet

( t̄ ) polarization.
8-11
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made for thet̄ spin, but in this case the charged lepton p
fers to move against thet̄ spin axis. From this point onward
we restrict our discussion to top quarks, but it should be c
how they apply tot̄ as well. The simple angular momentu
argument is reflected in a more detailed computation of
distribution @53#,

1

G

dG

d cosu
5

1

2
~11cosu!, ~10!

whereu is the angle between the direction of the charg
lepton and the top quark polarization, in the top quark r
frame, andG is the partial width for a semileptonic top qua
decay in the SM. In principle, one has only to decide on
scheme for relating the top quark polarization to some a
and one can fit the distribution,

F~cosu!5
A

2
~11cosu!1

12A

2
~12cosu!, ~11!

to determine the degree of polarization~A! along this axis. In
practice, there are complications arising from the fact that
end points of the distribution tend to be distorted by t
kinematic cuts required to isolate the signal from the ba
ground, and the fact that in reconstructing the top quark
frame, the component of the unobserved neutrino momen
along the beam axis (pn

z) is unknown. One may determin
this quantity up to a twofold ambiguity by requiring the to
quark decay products to have an invariant mass that is c
to mt . However, the ambiguity in this procedure will als
have some effect on the distribution, and so careful stud
required. One can also use the asymmetry between ev
with cosu.0 and cosu,0 to characterize the degree of p
larization of the top quark, which may be helpful if the da
set is limited by poor statistics.

1. W* production

The degree of top quark polarization in thes-channelW*
process is straightforward to compute in the helicity ba
@13#. Using the CTEQ4M parton distribution function
~PDF’s!, we find that at the tree level about 75% of the t
quarks produced through thes-channel process at the Tev
tron are left-handed, and 76% of them are left-handed at
LHC @13#.

The optimized basis improves the helicity basis resul
the Tevatron by noting that in the SM, theW* process pro-
duces top quarks whose polarization is always along the
rection of the initial antiquark involved in the scattering. A
the Tevatron, the vast majority (;97%) of these antiquark
come from thep̄ ~which has valence antiquarks!. Thus, one
expects that by choosing to measure the top quark pola
tion along thep̄ direction in the top quark rest frame, one c
raise the degree of polarization from 75% to 97%. This r
resents a large improvement for Tevatron polarization st
ies of theW* process. However, at the LHC there are
valence antiquarks, and thus no optimized basis to ana
theW* top polarization. In that case, the helicity basis is t
sensible basis to analyze the polarization of the top qu
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and results in a fair degree of left-handed top quark prod
tion.

2. W-gluon fusion

The discussion of polarization in theW-gluon fusion pro-
cess is somewhat tricky, mostly owing to the fact that t
detailed kinematics of this process are sensitive to hig
orders of perturbation theory@12#. It is clear that the kine-
matic region described by the processq b→q8t is the domi-
nant one, but a precise calculation of the interplay betw
the 2→2 scattering contribution and the 2→3 scattering
contribution is still lacking. Thus, one must be careful
claiming what degree of polarization results from a particu
basis.

In the helicity basis, the 2→2 description has the top
quarks 100% left-handed when produced from theu b→d t

sub-process. In fact, at both Tevatron and LHC thed̄ b

→ū t subprocess is quite small, and thus the over-all deg
of polarization is about 97%. On the other hand, the 2→3
description shows a degree of polarization that is mu
lower, and depends on the choice of the regularizat
scheme for the collinear singularity~e.g., the bottom quark
mass! used in the computation. This is an indication that th
method of computation is not perturbatively stable. Thus
is fair to say that the degree of polarization in the helic
basis is high, but at the moment no reliable determinatio
available. This situation should be improved by includi
higher order QCD corrections inW-gluon fusion simulation.

The optimized basis once again makes use of the fact
the top quark polarization is 100% along the direction of t
spectator antiquark in the reaction. At both Tevatron a
LHC, this is dominantly the spectator jet in the final sta
This basis thus results in a top quark which is about 96
polarized along the direction of the spectator jet. In@54#, it
was shown that this basis is not sensitive to the value of
bottom quark mass, and thus is perturbatively reliable.
other words, higher order QCD effects are unlikely to hav
large impact on the degree of top quark polarization in
optimized basis.

C. New physics and top quark polarization

As we have seen, new physics may alter the structure
single top quark production. It may be that the new phys
effects will reveal themselves, and tell us something ab
their nature by causing a large deviation in one or more
the single top quark production cross sections. In that c
one can study the distribution of the top quark polarization
order to learn something further about the nature of the n
standard production mechanism.

In Sec. II, it was demonstrated that either a charged sc
top-quark pion orW8 gauge boson can have a substan
effect on single top quark production in thes-channel mode.
Assuming for the moment that such a deviation has b
observed, one can then use the top quark polarization in
der to narrow down the class of models responsible for s
an effect. TheW8 boson couples to the left-handed top a
bottom quarks, and thus an analysis of the resulting
8-12
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quark polarization will be similar to that of the SM predi
tion. Namely, the helicity basis will show about 75% of th
tops to be left-handed (75% at the LHC!, though the specific
numbers show a mild sensitivity to theW8 mass, and the
optimized basis will show about 97% at the Tevatron. Ho
ever, thep6 has a right-handed interaction, completely
odds to the SM. In fact, there is another difference betw
the W8 and thep6 that is also very important. Like the SM
W boson, theW8 is a vector particle, and thus carries angu
momentum information between the initial state and fi
state in thes-channel process. However, thep6, as a scalar
particle, does not carry such information. Thus, the op
mized basis, which relies on the correlation between top s
and the initiald̄ momentum fails to apply to a scalar produ
tion mechanism, and if one were to use it to analyze
polarization of the quark top coming from this type of ne
physics effect, one would come to the wrong conclusion t
the produced tops were unpolarized. On the other hand
the helicity basis the top quarks produced from thep6 show
very close to 100% right-handed polarization. This dem
strates the utility of usingbothbases. If there is new physic
in single top quark production, not only is it unclear at t
outset which basis will show a larger degree of polarizati
but we can use them together to distinguish a vector fro
scalar exchange, thus learning about the nature of the
particle without directly observing it.

Study of polarization can also be useful in disentangl
the operators in the effective Lagrangian in Eqs.~6! and~7!.
As we saw, those operators have left-handed and ri

FIG. 19. The location of the Tevatron SM point~the solid circle!
in the ss-s t plane, and the 3s theoretical deviation curve. Also
shown are the points for the top-quark-flavor model~with MZ851
TeV and sin2f50.05) as the X, the FCNCZ-t-c vertex
(ukZtcu51) as the open circle, a model with a charged top-qu
pion (mp65250 GeV andtR-cR mixing of ;20%) as the cross
and a four quark generation scenario withuVtsu50.55 anduVtbu
50.835 as the asterisk. All cross sections sum thet and t̄ rates.
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handed versions, and thus the distribution of top quark
larizations will depend on the relative strength of the tw
Thus, by studying top quark polarization, one could begin
disentangle the chiral structure of the operator respons
for a deviation in single top quark production, giving furth
insight into the nature of the full theory that accurately d
scribes higher energies.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Having gone over in detail the physics one can probe w
single top quark production, it is worth summarizing wh
we have learned and examining how one can use the di
ent top quark observables to extract information about
top quark that maximizes the available information. In t
preceding sections we have seen that single top quark
duction allows one to measure the magnitude of the
quark’s weak interactions~in contrast to top quark decays!.
The three modes of single top quark production~the
s-channel W* , the t-channel W-gluon fusion, and the
tW2modes! are sensitive to different types of new physic
All three modes are sensitive to modification of theW-t-b
interaction, with thet W2 mode distinguished by the fac
that it is rather insensitive to most types of new physics. T
s-channel mode is sensitive to certain types of additio
~heavy! particles. And thet-channel mode is sensitive t
physics which modifies the top quark decay properties,
particular to FCNC interactions. In this light, it is rather u
fortunate that thet W2 mode is so small at the Tevatron th
it is not likely to be useful there, as it can allow one

k

FIG. 20. The location of the CERN LHC SM point~the solid
circle! in the ss-s t plane, and the 3s theoretical deviation curve
Also shown are the points for the top-quark-flavor model~with
MZ851 TeV and sin2f50.05) as the X, the FCNCZ-t-c vertex
(ukZtcu51) as the open circle, a model with a charged top-qu
pion (mp65450 GeV andtR-cR mixing of ;20%) as the cross
and a four quark generation scenario withuVtsu50.55 anduVtbu
50.835 as the asterisk. All cross sections sum thet and t̄ rates.
8-13
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measure the strength of theW-t-b vertex, which would be a
good first step in disentangling the information from thes-
and t-channel modes.

Without the t W2 mode, one will most likely have to
study the correlation of thes- and t- channel rates in the
plane ofss2s t in order to attempt to understand if a ne
physics effect is present, and how one should interpret it
is observed. (ss and s t are the cross sections ofW* and
W-gluon processes, respectively.! In Fig. 19 we show this
plane for Run II of the Tevatron, including the SM poi
~with the contour of 3s theoretical uncertainty deviatio
around it! and the points from the top-quark-flavor mod
~with MZ85900 GeV and sin2f50.05), the top-quark-colo
model with a charged top-quark pion~with massmp

65250
GeV and tR-cR mixing of 20%), a FCNCZ-t-c operator
~with ukZtcu51 andfZtc

R 5fZtc
L 50), and a largeVts under

the four quark generation scenario withuVtsu50.55 and
uVtbu50.835. A similar plot is given in Fig. 20 for the LHC
This illustrates how to use the knowledge we have about
sensitivity of theW* and W-gluon fusion modes to find a
likely explanation for a new physics effect. A deviation inss
that is not also reflected ins t is most likely due to the effec
of nonstandard particles. A deviation ins t that is not also
seen inss is likely from a FCNC. A deviation that is com
parable in both rates is most likely from a modification of t
W-t-b interaction. In the very least, if the SM is a sufficie
description of single top quark production, the fact that
two rates are consistent will allow one to use them to extr
Vtb with confidence that new physics is not distorting t
measurement.

Additional information is provided by polarization infor
mation. By studying theW polarization from top quark de
l,
ys

e

. B

.

01401
it

e

e
ct

cays, one learns about the nature of theW-t-b interaction. By
studying the top quark polarization, in both the helicity a
optimized bases, one can learn more about the chiral st
ture of nonstandard top quark interactions, either by prob
the chiral structure of the interactions, or even the sca
vector nature of a virtual particle participating in single to
quark production.

The large top quark mass seems to be a hint that
mechanism of the EWSB may be more evident in studies
the top quark than in other observables, and thus the Te
tron Run II and the LHC are exciting opportunities to pro
the nature of the symmetry breaking. We have seen tha
using the three modes of single top quark production
gether, along with studies of polarization in top quark deca
and in single top quark production, one can assemble a
herent picture of the properties of the top quark. These
servables are sensitive to different kinds of new physics,
thus when considered together can provide a probe of
nature of nonstandard physics manifest in the top quark
tor, or can demonstrate the validity of the SM picture of ho
the top quark should behave.
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